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(  ,  ,       , They ask Arman how he found his soul, he doesn't answer but says use the 

headphone and you hear the music not from your ears but a point in your head,   ) 

 

(:11). ... we are responsible for what we do and no need to be afraid, now we know that 

the soul is the creator of physicality and physicality is responsible for the elevation of 

his own soul. Up to now man converted matter into energy, 13 25 

(:15). 

 

(:21). 

 

(:26). ... it makes one understanding the art of life in the U. I give my life for the others 

to live. If we every understood in the life of Christ is the true meaning of life. 

Sacrificing and giving from ones life that the others may survive and flourish. Then it 

puts a question, was there ever a Christ or we change the name to the rest of man to love 

to the name of Christ. Then it changes a lot of things for a lot of us, it brings a new 

meaning, do we all want to be the same as the one who has been so generous. Why we 

choose these ways of elevating our souls is because we have always been frightened of 

confirming the existence of the soul within us, and this has brought us a lot of changes 

and in time will bring more changes because as we come to understand more we realize 

that we understand very little of the totality. My wish is my command, and my wish is 

peace on this planet and to unify the souls on this planet ?? and in so many ways we 

have achieved it, numbers don't count it is the strength of those who believe that the 

change has come, it will now grow and flourish in what we call a unifying peace force 

has been established. I think it is time to listen to the UC, we have allocated this 

morning one hour to each council in trying to explain and bring the discussion on the 

table to see how we can move on.  (:28). how we can establish One Nation group of 

government, that there shall be no more war. My mission is to create the condition 

favorable for peace and for the world leaders to accept that this is the path of peace. We 

have to understand one thing that all this killing and wars over the past thousands of 

years has brought nothing but degradation to the soul of man. Let us go back on the 

track and go the way the whole U goes, which means we become the unconditional 

givers and not looking how it will benefit me, rather how can I benefit the others by 

sacrificing my own time and that by giving more I receive more to be able to give more. 

I close (my time) in this morning session because I think it's time to see the fruits of 

some 10 years of teaching, of the first blossoms of peace established through the UC 

and EC, maybe now we see the real process of peace. We step down and leave the 2 

councils to explain their position and to bring you in to become part of it. Don't forget 

every member of this planet is a member of the council, it's just how much you want to 

serve to be heard through your action and soul, ??  thank you very much.  (:30). Bengali 

language representative speaks from the UC. He talks about when the British invaded 

India ... 

(:36).  The Mogul's invaded to bring the Islam and Hindu cultures together. It was done 

by force they brought their armies, but they had a different intentions. As a result it 

created certain unities, medical, cuisine, and the bhakti movement and its poetry. So in a 

way that was successful. But yes there are some who are creating divisions but still the 

unity contributed to the Indian culture.  (:40). Unlike the things stored in the British 

Museum there was a positive intention behind the Mogul invasion. The military in India 

serve the nation out of love and responsibility for the country. So with One Nation the 



Military can still serve with love and responsibility for the people they serve, much like 

all of us can do wherever we are. As they serve with love so we can also serve One 

Nation wherever we are. And there is no border to defend because what we are 

defending is our love and responsibility and not the border. We can start doing it locally 

by sending our wishes to those who would participate ... (:43). We can also do it 

through conduct as KF members, we can use conduct as language, because that is how 

we will do it as we move beyond this planet.  ... we can use the devices but it is much 

more then that.  

(:51). Gatoah from Kenya.    (1:02). Paul from Togo.   Jalal from Iraq.  (1:23). 

Portuguese.   

 (1:42).  Lisa Australia. Mr. Keshe has taught us about the N materials and Plasma and 

how it connects to the soul but a lot of people don't get the connection. Wisdom comes 

when we learn from our experiences. ..  We gain from everyone's experience on this 

planet, this is what Mr. Keshe does, he asks them something and listens, and he gains 

from that persons knowledge, and this is how we are going to help ourselves enlighten 

ourselves because only we can do it. He has given us all the tools and the way so now 

we have to do it. We have to start putting it together.  (1:45). We have to do the work. ...  

(1:52). I agree with all you say it's a beautiful message.  

(2:10). 

(2:16). 

(2:31). 

(3:05). 

(3:46). Rick talks about devotional service to their Guru or Catholic Church.  

(3:55). Armen speaks. A lot of beautiful talks but how to simplify things.   ... Anybody 

wants to ask a question.  (3:58). Q: Can you explain how to find and use your soul. I 

can't guess how you can find your soul, I've had that question many times. You have to 

find it yourself. You can use the stereo headphone method the Mr. Keshe taught. You 

are asking me how to find your soul, I don't know, but I found mine a long time ago. 

Okay tell us how you found yours. I'm not going to answer that question, everybody has 

to find their soul their own way. (4:00). You can use the headphones. You are not going 

to hear the music from your ears, but there is a point in your head you are going to hear 

it from, that is the position of your soul. (4:02). He shows a brain scan from the bottom, 

there is a dark point, this is where your soul sits, it's the empty space that you see is 

where the fields are holding in. He shows another one with a with dot in middle. When 

you put the headphones on this is where you hear it from and not the ears, I have done it 

many times. (4:04). Q: About H, Deuterium and Tritium. Armen draws a CO2 box, 

consider what kind of elements you have around, Cu, Zn, C and CH bond, CO2 in air, 

you are creating a magnet for C between the plates you attract it from the air, and the C 

in plastic CH bond. (4:06). This is why you have created so many Gans' under it on the 

bottom which are near the C fit. If you create CH3 and put it in a box that has no C 

connection, (put it in the CO2 box) and then you close the top, you still create a field of 

C and that draws the C out of the CH3 and H3 is left. Now you are dealing with the 

fields which are different, and then create a magnet of the fields. Since the environment 

(in the CO2 box is closed it doesn't bring anything from outside, so you absorb the field 

of the C still in the salt water so a field of pure H3 is left, but only a field. Now if you 

add in a tank H or even O, you create atomic H2, ??? not in this box but in your CH3 

box where you put your mesh, iron, and N coated material. ??? you are creating a 

magnet so atomic H converts to H field only. out of the fields you create matter, if you 

have 2 matters they interact, out of the interaction of the 2 matters you create a field of 

the material. We did this with a CO2 and CH3 Boxes and Zn Box (4:09). and the rest 



that we create. If we put 2 Zn plates one N coated and one non-N coated, you'll create in 

between a Zn field, then each Gans carry individual Zn field. The only thing you have to 

remember is that H is acidic, a giver. Q: You showed us how to create Tritium, now can 

you show Deuterium, CH3 can also be written as CH-D, How to create just H. (4:12). 

Do you remember the Coke bottle. Just create an environment of a gas of H. You can 

use a fish tank, then you don't have C in the environment. Matter is created from the 

fields, you have the sun and earth then the fields are converted to matter. The box is the 

creation of the fields, that's why you put 2 plates, if you put a Coke bottle in it you are 

dislocating the C in the bottle then the H releases. (4:15). You create the magnet of the 

C that's why you absorb it. Q: I was creating CO2 Gans and it turned into greenish 

bluish and the N Cu turned back into Cu color, Did I create a CO2Gans. It has residual 

CO2 in it but it's now back to Cu, because your N coating is not correctly done or I don't 

know how you created your box, it happens something you created a C field. You create 

a flow between the plates one is in a high N state and one in a lower or matter state. If 

our Earth were a little different when it began its journey it would have absorbed totally 

different materials.  (4:18). Q: How can we create these states in our body instead of 

outside it? Have an understanding then a wish then you create the rest. If you hold your 

palms together then they can be like 2 plates. ?? it's your soul .. it's a little bit early to go 

to that, but you have to understand what kind of interaction and field you can get. We 

can learn to do that with our soul, learn to believe that we can do that. Q: Does that 

mean your body is the salt condition? Definitely, you carry 12 salts, our salinity is near 

to the earth's salinity. Rick, we all know about the saline solution they give in the 

hospital for shock to your blood. (4:20). You can't convert a matter without salt. Q: Is 

the Coke bottle empty, no filled with caustic solution.  (4:24). What color is the ??  ....  

sometimes it's yellowish or sometimes reddish it depends on the environment you 

create. Does it depend on how much time? no, it's an instant transfers, it's a Pl. If you 

create the magnet of C it will be extracted, you don't have to wait for it. John's 

experiment took 2 weeks to create.  (4:29). Q: Should the box be N coated to insulate it 

from the outside. If for Gans making, ???   I always use boxes that I already N coated. 

(4:32). How do I clean the N coating? Use Sonic (cleaner) ?? use distilled water and 

multiple washings then use Sonic. Remember your plate is still carrying a caustic field, 

NaOH. How to make matter in a static state.  .. can answer how to make matter from the 

fields next time.  

(4:38).  

END 

 


